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More flexibility coating iron pipes
thanks to Graco’s XM unit
Saint Gobain PAM Spain is a leader in the design and manufacture of complete ductile iron pipes, fittings
and valves for reusable water markets. In a spirit of continuous innovation and to meet the needs of an
evolving market, they wanted to improve the sanitary pipe coating application that was causing a lot of
material waste mostly due to human error. The challenge was to find a solution that would eliminate most
of these errors and improve the final result.

Less waste & more control
The solution provided by the local Graco distributor, Ochoa Maquinaria, was to replace five old hydraulic
mixing units by five Graco XM units. The XM unit provides the perfect solution as it provides variable mix
ratios from 1:1 to 10:1, a data reporting system with a USB connection, plus an electronic control
throughout the coating process. The XM units also provide improvements to the factory process, such as
the elimination of system flushing and manual handling for paint changes which caused a lot of the material
waste.
The old units couldn’t be controlled at all in their production line, whereas by using Graco XM units, Saint
Gobain PAM Spain now knows exactly how their production is going and controls their paint consumption.
On the production line, the pipe now enters an automatic rollers zone which turns the pipes around and the
complete pipe is coated with four automatic airless spray guns before it’s ready for storage.

Data reporting for every single production line
Today, Saint Gobain PAM is more flexible for their customers: as they are using an automatic production
line, different mixing ratios and different qualities can be programmed for different end-user requests. Data
reporting is available for every production line to control any problem that may occur. Less waste material,
an improved final surface application and data reporting for each pipe line are some of the improvements
that Saint Gobain PAM Spain now experience with Graco’s XM units.
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SAINT GOBAIN PAM ESPAÑA.
(SANTANDER, NORTH SPAIN)

Coating pipe lines

Industry market sector

GRACO Equipment
XM50

Material specifications
Epoxy 2K primer

PIPING LINES
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2K Primer
Mix ratio 1:1
Pot life 6 hrs

XM5D00
XM 50:1
IS version with alternator
Fluid Filters
Max.working pressure 364 bar
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